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Summary

1. There are many concepts and measures of beta diversity and related similarity/differentiation indices. The

variance framework (derived from the total variance of a community species abundance matrix) and diversity

decomposition (based on partitioning gamma diversity into alpha and beta components) are two major

approaches.

2. There have been no bridges/links between the two approaches. Here, we establish a bridge by extending and

modifying each approach so that both lead to the same classes of similarity/differentiationmeasures, which range

in the interval [0, 1] andwhich can be compared acrossmultiple sets of communities.

3. Our extension/modification in each approach is based on the following major differences between the two

approaches. (i) In the decomposition approach, a diversity order q that controls sensitivity to species abundances

is used, whereas there is no such order involved in the variance approach. (ii) Transformations of raw abun-

dances are typically used in the variance approach, whereas abundances are not transformed in diversity decom-

position. (iii) The variance-based beta for non-transformed data is implicitly related to (and constrained by)

alpha, gamma and total abundance. Namely, the attained maximum value of this beta when communities are

completely distinct (no shared species) is not a fixed constant; the maximum varies with alpha, gamma and total

abundance. By contrast, the beta component obtained from the multiplicative decomposition is not constrained

by alpha, gamma and total abundance.

4. To construct the bridge, we extend the variance of community data to a class of divergencemeasures (parame-

terized by an order q) and use normalization to remove these measures’ constraints by alpha, gamma and total

abundance. The resulting normalized divergence measures are legitimate differentiation measures. In the decom-

position approach, we adopt a modified multiplicative decomposition scheme; the resulting beta component can

be transformed to quantify compositional similarity/differentiation among communities. Then, the similarity/

differentiation measures obtained from the extended variance framework turn out to be identical to those from

themodified diversity decomposition, establishing the bridge.

5. Other types of similarity/differentiation measures (e.g. N-community Bray–Curtis type) and extension to

phylogenetic and functional versions are discussed. A real example using corals is given for illustration.

Key-words: alpha diversity, beta diversity, differentiation, dissimilarity, divergence, diversity parti-

tioning, gamma diversity, Hill numbers, similarity, variance

Introduction

Spatial and/or temporal variation in species composition is

one of the central issues of many ecological studies. Beta diver-

sity measures the extent of differentiation in species composi-

tion among a set of communities in a geographical area, over a

time period, or along an environmental gradient (Whittaker

1960, 1972; Legendre & Legendre 2012). Since the pioneering

work by Whittaker (1960, 1972), there have been a wide range

of definitions, concepts andmeasures of beta diversity; see Jost

(2007), Tuomisto (2010), Anderson et al. (2011), Chao, Chiu

& Hsieh (2012), Legendre & Legendre (2012) and Legendre &

De C�aceres (2013) for reviews and references therein. Among

the enormous number of approaches to beta diversity, the vari-

ance framework and the diversity decomposition approach are

two major ones and both were originally proposed by Whit-

taker (1972). Beta diversity obtained from each approach

quantifies different aspects of communities, depending on data

and partitioning schemes.

For the variance approach, Whittaker (1972, p. 233) pro-

posed that beta diversity can be computed from a dissimilarity

index between pairs of communities. This proposal can be

regarded as the foundation of the current variance framework

(Legendre, Borcard & Peres-Neto 2005; Legendre & Legendre

2012; Legendre & De C�aceres 2013). Legendre, Borcard &

Peres-Neto (2005) formulated the variance framework and*Correspondence author. E-mail: chao@stat.nthu.edu.tw
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defined the variance-based beta diversity as the (total) variance

of a community species composition matrix. The variance can

be obtained without having to compute alpha and gamma,

and thus avoids the choice of decomposition scheme and alpha

diversity formula (Chao, Chiu&Hsieh 2012). However, as will

be reviewed below, various transformations are needed to

transform data first. Thus, the variance-based beta diversity

quantifies the extent of differentiation in species composition

among sets of transformed data. In this paper, the variance

framework is shown to serve as a good basis for the extension

to a class of divergence measures that lead to a broad class of

similarity/differentiationmeasures.

For the diversity decomposition approach,Whittaker (1960,

1972) proposed to decompose the total diversity (gamma) into

its within-community component (alpha) and among-commu-

nity component (beta). His original proposal is a multiplicative

decomposition, that is, beta is the ratio of gamma and alpha.

This multiplicative scheme has been formulated by many sub-

sequent followers (e.g. Routledge 1979; Jost 2007).MacArthur

(1965) and Lande (1996) among others based on various mea-

sures proposed instead that beta be defined through an additive

relationship with alpha. There have been intense debates about

which measure and which decomposition (additive or multi-

plicative) should be applied; see an Ecology Forum (Ellison

2010) and papers that followed it. The forum has surprisingly

achieved a consensus in the use of Hill numbers (the effective

number of species) as the proper choice of diversitymeasure.

Hill numbers are a parametric family of diversity indices dif-

fering among themselves only by the parameter q that determi-

nes sensitivity to species relative abundances. The concept of

effective number was first used in ecology by MacArthur

(1965). The parametric family that unifies various effective

numbers was formulated by Hill (1973). A resolution about

the debates on the multiplicative or additive partitioning

schemes from the perspective of similarity/differentiation mea-

sures was proposed in Chao, Chiu & Hsieh (2012) by showing

that both multiplicative and additive beta diversities based on

Hill numbers can be properly transformed to lead to the same

classes of normalized similarity/differentiation measures.

Therefore, we only focus on the multiplicative partitioning

scheme and all references to beta diversity in the decomposi-

tion approach here refer to that obtained from amultiplicative

decomposition scheme based onHill numbers.

The two approaches have been developed separately and

there have been no bridges between the two approaches,

mainly due to the following three differences:

1. An obvious reason is that in the decomposition approach, a

diversity order q ofHill numbers is used; this allows the decom-

position framework to vary its emphasis on species relative

abundances. However, there is no such diversity order

involved in the variance approach.

2. As described earlier, the variance-based beta diversity char-

acterizes the similarity or differentiation among sets of trans-

formed data; it is thus not transparent to link it to the

decomposition-based measures which generally apply to non-

transformed data.

3. Although the calculation of variance does not require

alpha and gamma formulas, the variance for non-transformed

data is implicitly related to (and thus constrained by) alpha,

gamma and total abundance. This means that the maximum

variance that is attained for completely distinct communities

(no shared species) is not a fixed constant; the maximum var-

ies with alpha, gamma and total abundance. Thus, the same

value of variance in multiple sets of communities with differ-

ent alpha, gamma or total abundance may represent different

degrees of differentiation, implying variance cannot be com-

pared across multiple sets of communities. By contrast, the

beta component obtained from the multiplicative decomposi-

tion is not related to alpha, gamma and total abundance

(Baselga 2010; Chao, Chiu & Hsieh 2012); see Review: the

decomposition framework for the meaning of relatedness (or

‘dependence’) of two measures.

In this paper, we first briefly review the two major

approaches to beta diversity. Then, we establish a bridge

by extending and modifying each approach so that both

lead to the same classes of similarity/differentiation mea-

sures. The above three reasons suggest ways to extend the

variance approach. Corresponding to each of the three rea-

sons, our extension of the variance approach includes the

following:

1. We first extend the variance to the q-th order divergence

measure which includes the variance as the special case for

q=2.

2. We generalize our divergence-based approach to deal with

both non-transformed and transformed data.

3. We use simple examples to demonstrate why the q-th order

divergence measure (including variance) is implicitly related to

(and thus constrained by) alpha, gamma and total abundance.

We then develop a novel normalization method to remove

these constraints so that the normalized maximum value for

completely distinct communities is a fixed constant equal to

unity. The resulting normalized divergence measures are legiti-

mate differentiationmeasures.

In the decomposition approach, we adopt a recent modified

multiplicative decomposition theory derived by Chiu, Jost &

Chao (2014) and Chao, Chiu & Jost (2014). For all orders

q ≥ 0, this decomposition theory produces a multiplicative

beta component with desirable properties and which can be

transformed to obtain similarity/differentiation measures

among multiple communities of all kinds of data, including

species raw abundances and transformed data. Then, we

establish the bridge by proving that the similarity/differentia-

tion measures from the extended variance framework turn

out to be identical to the similarity/differentiation measures

from the modified diversity decomposition. These similarity

measures include the multiple-community generalizations of

the classic Sørensen, Jaccard, Horn (1966) and Morisita–
Horn (Morisita 1959) measures; see Jost, Chao & Chazdon

(2011) for a review of these measures. We build our bridge via

similarity/differentiation unification, rather than via the dras-

tically different beta diversities developed in the two

approaches. This has an important implication: all the unified
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similarity/differentiation measures through the bridge are in

the range of [0, 1] and thus can be compared across multiple

sets of communities.

Our proposed normalization method for the divergence-

based approach opens a simple and novel way to extend any

dissimilarity for two communities to the generalN-community

case. For example, an elegant N-community Bray–Curtis
(1957) dissimilarity measure can be yielded. All measures

are applied to data on corals and compared with previous

analyses.

Materials andmethods

COMMON NOTATION FOR THE TWO APPROACHES

Assume that there are N communities, with S species indexed by 1,

2,. . ., S in the pooled community. Let Z = [zik] ≥ 0 be an S 9 N com-

munity compositionmatrix:

Z ¼
z11 z12 . . . z1N
z21 : . . . :
: : . . . :

zS1 zS2 . . . zSN

2
664

3
775: eqn 1

For simplicity, we refer to zik as the species abundance of the

i-th species in the k-th community. The abundance zik can be any

measure of species importance such as a species incidence (pres-

ence–absence) record, species absolute abundance (i.e. the number

of individuals), species relative abundance in the pooled commu-

nity, within-community relative abundance, density, biomass, cover-

age of plants or corals, or basal area of plants. Under this general

definition of a community composition matrix, compositional simi-

larity/differentiation refers to the resemblance/difference in any cho-

sen species abundance or species importance measure among

communities.

Let ziþ ¼PN
k¼1 zik be the total abundance of the i-th species in the

pooled community, and �ziþ ¼ ziþ=N be the average abundance of the

i-th species per community. Also, define zþk ¼
PS

i¼1 zik as the size of

the k-th community and zþþ ¼PN
k¼1

PS
i¼1 zik as the total abundance

of the matrix Z. When there is no variation in species composition

among the N communities (e.g. community structure is homogeneous

in a region, over a time period, or along an environmental gradient), we

have the followingmatrix ofmean abundances:

M ¼
z1þ=N z1þ=N . . . z1þ=N
z2þ=N : . . . :

: : . . . :
zSþ=N zSþ=N . . . zSþ=N

2
664

3
775 ¼

�z1þ �z1þ . . . �z1þ
�z2þ : . . . :
: : . . . :

�zSþ �zSþ . . . �zSþ

2
664

3
775:

eqn 2

REVIEW: THE VARIANCE FRAMEWORK

Legendre, Borcard & Peres-Neto (2005) defined the total centred sum

of squares (SS) of thematrixZ = [zik] as

SSðZÞ ¼
XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

ðzik �
ziþ
N
Þ2 ¼

XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

ðzik � �ziþÞ2: eqn 3a

This can also be expressed as the sumof the pairwise squaredEuclidean

distances for all pairs of communities divided by the number of com-

munities,N:

SSðZÞ ¼ 1

N

X
m

X
k[m

d 2
Euðm; kÞ; eqn 3b

where d 2
Euðm; kÞ ¼PS

i¼1 ðzim � zikÞ2 denotes the squared Euclidean

distance between them-th community and the k-th community. Legen-

dre &De C�aceres (2013) defined the variance-based beta diversity as the

total variance of thematrixZ:

varðZÞ ¼ SSðZÞ
N� 1

¼ 1

ðN� 1Þ
XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

ðzik � �ziþÞ2

¼ 1

NðN� 1Þ
X
m

X
k[m

d 2
Euðm; kÞ:

eqn 3c

Since SSðZÞ and varðZÞ differ only by a multiplicative constant, we

mainly focus onSS(Z) for simplicity in later derivation/extension.

Ecologists have long recognized that the variance calculated from

eqn 3c for raw abundance data is inappropriate to quantify dissimilar-

ity among communities (e.g. see Legendre & Legendre 2012, p. 300).

Legendre & De C�aceres (2013) provided a solution by transforming

data (e.g. by Hellinger or chord transformations). The resulting vari-

ance thus quantifies the extent of differentiation among the sets of

transformed data. Generally, the dissimilarity for transformed data is

not the same as the dissimilarity for non-transformed raw data.

REVIEW: THE DECOMPOSIT ION FRAMEWORK

Our discussion is focused on themultiplicative decomposition based on

Hill numbers. For a single community withS species and relative abun-

dance vector {p1, p2,���, pS}, Hill number of order q is defined as

qD ¼
XS
i¼1

p
q
i

 !1=ð1�qÞ
; q� 0; q 6¼ 1: eqn 4

Formultiple communities, we assume the community structure is given

by the data Z = [zik] in eqn 1. To obtain the gamma diversity, we sim-

ply pool species abundances over communities. The gamma diversity

of order q is the Hill number based on the relative abundance set

fziþ=zþþ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; Sg in the pooled community. Then from

eqn 4, the gamma diversity of order q is as follows:

qDc ¼
XS
i¼1

ziþ
zþþ

� �q
( )1=ð1�qÞ

; q� 0; q 6¼ 1: eqn 5a

When q tends to 1, we have

1Dc ¼ lim
q!1

qDc ¼ exp �
XS
i¼1

ziþ
zþþ

� �
log

ziþ
zþþ

� �( )
:

The gamma diversity is interpreted as the effective number of species

in the pooled community. For alpha diversity, individuals are classified

not only by species identity but also by community affiliation (two-way

classification). Routledge (1979) and Jost (2007) each developed an

alpha formula and obtained the corresponding (multiplicative) beta

component, which will be referred to as Routledge’s beta and Jost’s

beta, respectively. Their alpha formulas can be expressed as some types

of generalized mean of the diversities of individual communities. Since

diversity (Hill numbers) of individual community is a function of spe-

cies within-community relative abundances, the information about the

difference of absolute abundances among communities is thus lost.

Consequently, their resulting beta components can only be trans-

formed to construct similarity/differentiation measures for species

relative abundances, but not absolute abundance data. For example, if
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Community I has two species with raw abundances (5, 8) and Commu-

nity II also has two species (between-community information is irrele-

vant in alpha diversity) but with abundances (50, 80), their alpha

formulas do not take into account the differences of the magnitude

between the two sets of abundances.

In order to obtain similarity and differentiationmeasures that can be

applied to any type of data including absolute abundance and trans-

formed data, Chiu, Jost & Chao (2014) and Chao, Chiu & Jost (2014)

modified the previous definitions and proposed that ‘alpha diversity is

the effective number of species per community’; specifically, alpha

diversity is the ‘mean effective number of species-by-community combi-

nations (i.e. effective number of two-way classification cells) per com-

munity’. Here, the effective number is calculated from the relative

abundances of the two-way community data, that is, the S 9 N rela-

tive abundance set fzik=zþþ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; S; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .;Ng.
Dividing this Hill number by the number of community gives the new

formula for alpha diversity:

qDa ¼ 1

N

XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

zik
zþþ

� �q
( )1=ð1�qÞ

; q� 0; q 6¼ 1: eqn 5b

The formulawhen q tends to 1 is as follows

1Da ¼ lim
q!1

qDa ¼ exp �
XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

zik
zþþ

� �
log

zik
zþþ

� �
� logN

( )
:

Themultiplicative beta component is as follows

qDb ¼ qDc=
qDa: eqn 5c

An essential property of the beta diversity in eqn 5c is that it is unre-

lated to (or ‘independent’ of) alpha and gamma for all q ≥ 0 (Chao,

Chiu&Hsieh 2012). Themeaning of ‘dependence’ or ‘independence’ of

alpha and beta components has been a contentious issue of debates in

ecology (e.g. Ellison 2010). Chao, Chiu & Hsieh (2012, p. 2040) sug-

gested that ‘relatedness’ (or ‘unrelatedness’) is a better and clearer

description than ‘dependence’ (or ‘independence’) because the former

refers to the relationship between parameters, whereas the latter refers

to the relationship between random variables controlled by sampling

schemes based on probability distributions. In this paper, all deriva-

tions are restricted to the community or parameter level (not sampling

data level), conditional on the given species abundances. Thus, we use

‘related’ (or ‘unrelated’) instead of ‘dependent’ (or ‘independent’)

throughout the paper.

For any given species abundance set of the focal community, if two

measures are unrelated, then each of them can take on any possible

value without any systematic constraint imposed by the value of the

other measure. Namely, knowing the value of only one measure, one

has no information about the value of the other measure, and vice

versa. Consequently, all possible values of the two measures when

plotted in a two-dimensional plane form a rectangle (Jost 2010). That

is, ‘unrelatedness’ of two measures means that the minimum and maxi-

mum values that one measure can take are fixed constants regardless

of the values of the other measure. As proved in Chiu, Jost & Chao

(2014), the multiplicative beta diversity (eqn 5c) is always between the

minimum value of unity (when all communities are identical in spe-

cies identity and species abundance) and the maximum value of N

(when the N communities are completely distinct) for all q ≥ 0

regardless of the values of alpha and gamma. The beta diversity can

be interpreted as the effective number of equally large and completely

distinct communities. Routledge’s beta can be greater than N (Chao,

Chiu & Hsieh 2012), whereas Jost’s beta may be less than unity for

q 6¼ 0, 1 (Jost 2007). Also, Routledge’s alpha and beta are related for

all q ≥ 0. Most importantly for this work, only with the modified

alpha and beta (eqns 5b and 5c) can a bridge be established for the

variance-based and decomposition approaches for all types of data.

The multiplicative beta diversity in eqn 5c quantifies pure composi-

tional differentiation (of species relative abundance vectors or absolute

abundance vectors depending on the choice of measure used for the zik)

among theN communities. Because the range of themultiplicative beta

component depends only onN, Chiu, Jost & Chao (2014) applied four

normalizing transformations to obtain similarity/dissimilarity mea-

sures which range in the interval [0, 1]. Below, we describe two species-

overlap or similarity measures which are monotonic nonlinear

transforms of the beta component. The corresponding dissimilarity

measures are the one complement of the species-overlap measures.

More details about the properties of these two classes of measures and

the reasons for using nonlinear transformations are provided in

Appendix S1.

1. A class of local (Sørensen-type) species-overlapmeasures:

CqN ¼ ð1=qDbÞq�1 � ð1=NÞq�1

1� ð1=NÞq�1
: eqn 6a

This class of measures generalizes theN-community Sørensen index to

incorporate species abundances (if q > 0). It quantifies the effective

average proportion of a community’s species that are shared across all

communities. The measure 1 � CqN quantifies the effective average

proportion of non-shared species in a community. For q = 0, themea-

sure reduces to theN-community Sørensen index (Jost, Chao & Chaz-

don 2011). When data Z = [zik] represent the within-community

relative abundances, themeasure for q = 1and 2 reduces, respectively,

to the traditional N-community Horn (1966) and Morisita–Horn

(Morisita 1959) similarity measure. This measure (eqn 6a) is valid for

all types of data; thus, it generalizes traditional Horn and Morisita–

Hornmeasures to compare all types of data.

2. A class of regional (Jaccard-type) species-overlapmeasures:

UqN ¼ ð1=qDbÞ1�q � ð1=NÞ1�q

1� ð1=NÞ1�q
: eqn 6b

This class of measures generalizes the N-community Jaccard index to

incorporate species abundances (if q > 0). It quantifies the effective

proportion of species in the pooled community that are shared across

all communities. The measure 1 � UqN is a complementarity measure

that quantifies the effective proportion of non-shared species in the

pooled community. For q = 0, the measure reduces to theN-commu-

nity Jaccard index.When data represent the within-community relative

abundances, the measure for q = 1 and 2 reduces, respectively, to the

traditional N-community Horn (1966) and regional species-overlap

(Chiu, Jost & Chao 2014) similarity measures. This measure (eqn 6b)

generalizes the traditional Horn and regional species-overlap measures

to all types of data.

BRIDGING THE TWO APPROACHES

Generalizing the variance to the q-th order divergence

We first generalize the variance of community data to a divergence

measure parameterized by an order q. For notational simplicity, for

any non-negative integer q, we define z
q
ik � ðzikÞq and �zqiþ � ð�ziþÞq;

also 00 � 0; and 0 log 0 � 0. Note that 00 is not defined inmathemat-

ics, but here we define 00 � 0 for elegant derivation and presentation.

We define the q-th order divergence between the data matrix Z (eqn 1)

and the mean matrix M (eqn 2) as the element-wise q-th order differ-

ence, that is,
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qDðZ;MÞ ¼ 1

q� 1

XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

ðzqik � �zqiþÞ; q� 0; q 6¼ 1: eqn 7a

In Appendix S2 (Theorem S2�3), we prove that the q-th order diver-

gence for all q ≥ 0 is always non-negative. Consider three special cases,

q = 0, 1 and 2, to intuitively understand this divergence between two

matrices:

1. For q = 2, 2D(Z, M) is the element-wise squared Euclidean dis-

tance betweenZ andM:

2DðZ;MÞ ¼
XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

ðz2ik � �z2iþÞ ¼
XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

ðzik � �ziþÞ2 ¼ SSðZÞ:
eqn 7b

Thus, SS(Z) is a special case of qD(Z, M) for q = 2. See

Appendix S2 for a proof and related properties (Theorems S2�1 and

S2�2).
2. For q = 1, the divergence 1D(Z, M) is defined as the limit of
qD(Z,M) as q tends to 1, that is,

1DðZ;MÞ ¼ lim
q!1

1

q� 1

XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

ðzqik � �zqiþÞ

¼
XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

zik log
zik
�ziþ

¼ zþþ
XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

zik
zþþ

log
zik=zþþ
�ziþ=zþþ

:

eqn 7c

The last expression implies that 1D(Z, M) is the Kullback–Leibler

(K–L) distance between the normalized matrix ½zik=zþþ� and the

normalizedmatrix ½�ziþ=zþþ�:
3. For q = 0, note that if the i-th species is present in the k-th commu-

nity, then the element z0ik ¼ 1, otherwise it is 0. It is thus equivalent to

only considering presence–absence records in Z. The divergence
0D(Z, M) is thus the element-wise Manhattan distance between Z and

M based on species incidence data, and 0D(Z, M) becomes the total

number of absences in thematrixZ:

0DðZ;MÞ ¼
XN
k¼1

XS
i¼1

ð�z0iþ � z0ikÞ ¼
XN
k¼1

XS
i¼1

���z0ik � z0iþ
�� ¼ NðS� �SÞ;

eqn 7d

where �S denotes the average species richness per community.

When zik represents the within-community relative abundance of the

i-th species in the k-th community, qD(Z,M) becomesN times the addi-

tive beta (difference of gamma and alpha) based on the generalized

entropy or the Tsallis entropy of order q (Chiu, Jost & Chao 2014); see

Appendix S2.

Legendre&DeC�aceres (2013) proposed nine properties required for

legitimate dissimilarity metrics. Two important properties are as fol-

lows: the maximum of a dissimilarity measure should be attained when

communities are completely distinct (Property 5), and this maximum

should be a fixed constant (Property 9). The existence of such a fixed

maximum facilitates the interpretation and comparison across multiple

sets of communities. However, the q-th order divergence (including

SS(Z)) does not satisfy Property 9 and some other properties based on

non-transformed raw data. Legendre & De C�aceres (2013) solved this

issue for SS(Z) by transforming data, but this would not lead to a

bridge to the diversity decomposition approach. We here propose a

completely different solution by normalizing the divergence measure.

The q-th order divergence does not satisfy Property 9 because its maxi-

mum value when communities are completely distinct varies with

alpha, gamma and total abundance and thus is implicitly constrained

by alpha, gamma and total abundance; see the next subsection

for detail. We develop a novel normalization theory to remove these

constraints. Below we first present what the constraints are and then

use simple examples to showwhy constraintsmatter and normalization

works.

The q-th order divergence (including the ordinary variance) is

implicitly constrained by alpha, gamma and total abundance

We first describe the systematic constraints between the divergence
qD(Z, M) and the gamma diversity. Given the species abundances in

the pooled community, that is, given ð�z1þ; �z2þ; . . .; �zSþÞ, we prove the
following constraint for q ≥ 0 and q 6¼ 1: (Appendix S2, TheoremS2�4)

qDðZ;MÞ� Nq �N

q� 1

XS
i¼1

�zqiþ ¼ ð1�N1�qÞ zqþþ
ðq� 1ÞðqDcÞq�1

� maxc½qDðZ;MÞ�:

eqn 8a

The subscript c refers to ‘gamma’ because the maximum is a function

of gamma diversity (eqn 5a).

Given the set of species abundance vectors of individual communi-

ties, we have another systematic constraint between the divergence qD
(Z,M) and the alpha diversity for q ≥ 0 and q 6¼ 1: (Appendix S2, The-

orem S2�5)

qDðZ;MÞ� 1�N1�q

q� 1

XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

z
q
ik ¼

ðN1�q �N2�2qÞ zqþþ
ðq� 1ÞðqDaÞq�1

�maxa½qDðZ;MÞ�:
eqn 8b

The subscript a refers to ‘alpha’ because the maximum is a function of

alpha diversity (eqn 5b). The two maximum values in eqns 8a and 8b

are attained if and only if the N communities are completely distinct.

These two constraints reveal that the divergence qD(Z, M) violates

Property 9 because the maximum values vary with gamma, alpha and

total abundance and thus are not fixed constants. This causes interpre-

tational problems (the same value of divergence for different regions

may represent different degrees of dissimilarity) and also comparison

problems (the divergence cannot be compared across sets of commu-

nities because of the interpretation problems). See later text for an

example and Appendix S3 for a graphic illustration of the constraints.

Also, for q = 1, the corresponding constraints for both eqns 8a and

8b are identical:

1DðZ;MÞ�ðlogNÞzþþ ¼ lim
q!1

maxa½qDðZ;MÞ�¼ lim
q!1

maxc½qDðZ;MÞ�:
eqn 9

This equation reveals that qD(Z, M) for q = 1 is constrained only by

the total abundance.

Examples to showwhy constraintsmatter and normalization

works

Our proposed normalization method is to divide the divergence
qD(Z,M) by the maximum values in eqns 8a, 8b and 9 so that the nor-

malizedmeasure attains a constant maximum value of unity, thus elim-

inating the need for data transformation and facilitating a bridge

between approaches. Consider the simplest case, q = 0 and N = 2, to

intuitively see how the normalized measures can be linked to the famil-

iar Jaccard and Sørensen dissimilarity indices. Using the conventional

notation for two communities, let a denote the number of species

shared by the two communities, and b and c denote, respectively, the

number of species unique to each community. It follows from eqn 7d

that 0D(Z, M) = b + c, which is the numerator of the Jaccard and

Sørensen dissimilarity indices. This means we should divide b + c by a

‘proper denominator’. There are two possible choices for proper
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denominators. We could divide it by gamma (species richness in the

pooled community), and then, we obtain the Jaccard dissimilarity

index.Notice that gamma is exactly equal tomaxc[
0D(Z, M)] in eqn 8a,

which shows b + c is constrained by gamma (i.e. the maximum value

for completely distinct communities is gamma if gamma is given). The

Jaccard dissimilarity index quantifies the proportion of unshared spe-

cies in the pooled community. We could also divide it by 2 9 alpha,

implying the Sørensen dissimilarity. Here, 2 9 alpha is exactly equal to

maxa[
0D(Z, M)] in eqn 8b, which shows b+c is constrained by alpha

(i.e. the maximum value for completely distinct communities is

2 9 alpha if alpha is given). The Sørensen dissimilarity index quanti-

fies the proportion of unshared species in a local community. For a

general case of N > 2, we have 0DðZ;MÞ ¼ NðS� �SÞ. The maxi-

mum values in eqns 8a and 8b for q = 0 are, respectively,

maxc½0DðZ;MÞ� ¼ ðN� 1Þð0DcÞ ¼ ðN� 1ÞS and maxa½0DðZ;MÞ�
¼ NðN� 1Þð0DaÞ ¼ NðN� 1Þ �S. The two normalized measures are,

respectively, the N-community Jaccard and Sørensen dissimilarity

index (Jost, Chao&Chazdon 2011).

Analogously, SS(Z)( = 2D(Z, M)) is only a ‘numerator’, we need to

divide it by a proper ‘denominator’ exactly as the case for q = 0. Our

theory in eqns 8a and 8b derives two proper denominators, which are

the maximum values that SS(Z) can attain for completely distinct

communities. Here, we use an example in Legendre & Legendre

(2012, p. 300) to numerically explain why our proposed normalization

for SS(Z) (or equivalently, the Euclidean distance) works. In Table 1,

we reformulate the example and consider two sets of communities. In

the first set of communities (A and B, each with two species), all spe-

cies are shared, whereas in the second set, the communities (C and D)

are completely distinct (no species shared). It is intuitive and sensible

that beta diversity and dissimilarity should be lower in the first set of

communities. However, Table 1 shows that SS(Z) for the first set is

29, whereas the corresponding value for the second set is 19. A similar

paradox also happens for the Euclidean distance because of the rela-

tionship SSðZÞ ¼ d 2
Eu=2 (eqn 3b) for N = 2. This kind of example is

typically used to show that SS(Z) and Euclidean distance cannot be

applied to quantify the dissimilarity among sets of raw abundance

data. We focus on SS(Z) below for explaining our proposed normal-

ization method.

From our perspective, the above paradox arises mainly because

SS(Z) computed from raw abundances is implicitly constrained by

alpha, gamma and total abundance, that is, its attained maximum

when communities are completely distinct is not a fixed constant. Based

on eqn 8a, we have a constraint forSS(Z) in terms of gamma and z++:

SSðZÞ�NðN� 1Þ
XS
i¼1

�z2iþ ¼ ð1� 1

N
Þ z

2
þþ

qDc
� maxc SSðZÞ: eqn 10a

Because the two sets of communities have different gamma and dif-

ferent total abundance, the maximum value that SS(Z) can attain for

completely distinct communities is thus different; and a given specified

value of SS(Z) may thus represent different degrees of differentiation

among communities. For communities A and B, the above inequality

implies that SS(Z) takes a value in the range [0, 53], whereas the SS(Z)

of communities C andD takes a value in the range [0, 19]. A value of 19

in the latter set means the two communities are maximally distinct, but

the same value in the former set means the two communities are quite

similar. See Appendix S3 for calculation details and a graphic illustra-

tion of the constraints.

A simple solution to the above paradox is to divide SS(Z) by its

maximum so that the normalized measure ranges in the interval [0, 1].

For communities A and B, when we divide 29 by the maximum value

of 53, a normalized value becomes 0�547. By contrast, the maximum is

19 for communities C andD, so the normalized value is unity, attaining

the maximum dissimilarity. Thus, the normalized values for the two

sets of communities conform to our intuitive sense. This normalization

is equivalent to removing the relatedness of SS(Z) to gamma diversity

and total abundance, and the resulting normalized measure is also

unrelated to alpha.

Based on eqn 8b, we have another constraint for SS(Z):

SSðZÞ �ð1� 1

N
Þ
XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

z2ik ¼
1

N
ð1� 1

N
Þ z

2
þþ

qDa
�maxaSSðZÞ: eqn 10b

Table 1. An example showing why the Euclidean distance (dEu) and SSðZÞð¼ d 2
Eu=2 for N = 2) are constrained by alpha, gamma and total abun-

dance (z++), and how to remove the constraints by normalization. The maximum values for completely distinct communities are

maxc SSðZÞ ¼ z2þþ=½2ð2DcÞ� (eqn 10a) andmaxa SSðZÞ ¼ z2þþ=½4ð2DaÞ� (eqn 10b) forN = 2

Species

Abundances in the first set of communities

(A andB)

Abundances in the second set of communities

(C andD)

Com.A Com. B Pooled Com.C Com.D Pooled

1 0 0 0 0 6 6

2 1 4 5 1 0 1

3 1 8 9 1 0 1

Alpha (2Da) 1�20 0�84
Gamma (2Dc) 1�85 1�68
Total z++ 14 8

dEu 7�62 > 6�16
SS(Z) 29 > 19

(a) Removing the constraint of gamma and total abundance by normalization

maxcSS(Z) 53 19

SSnorm(c)(Z) 29/53 = 0�547 < 19/19 = 1

(b) Removing the constraint of alpha and total abundance by normalization

maxa SS(Z) 41 19

SSnorm(a)(Z) 29/41 = 0�707 < 19/19 = 1
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Given alpha and z++, for communities A and B, the above inequality

shows that SS(Z) falls into the range [0, 41], whereas SS(Z) for

communities C and D falls into the range [0, 19]. See Appendix S3

for calculation details. We can apply a similar normalization here by

dividingSS(Z) by itsmaximum.The normalized value for communities

A and B becomes 0�707 and the normalized value for communities C

and D is unity, attaining the maximum dissimilarity. This normaliza-

tion is equivalent to removing the relatedness of SS(Z) to alpha diver-

sity and total abundance, and the resulting normalized measure is also

unrelated to gamma. SeeAppendices S2 and S3 for details.

Moreover, if zik represents thewithin-community relative abundance

of the i-th species in the k-th community, then the total abundance

z++ = N and eqns 10a and 10b reduce to SS(Z) ≤ N(N � 1)/(2Dc)

and SSðZÞ � ðN� 1Þ=ð2DaÞ, respectively. For any fixed value ofN, if

the alpha and gamma diversities are very high, then the two maximum

values tend to be small, implying SS(Z) necessarily approaches 0 even

when communities are completely distinct from each other. Thus,

ambiguity arises because SS(Z) values close to zero may mean either

that the communities are nearly identical or completely different. Con-

sequently, the ‘magnitude’ ofSS(Z) cannot bemeaningfully interpreted

and thus cannot be compared across sets of communities.

Bridge: both approaches lead to the same similarity or

differentiationmeasures

Based on eqn 8a, we propose a normalized divergence as a dissimilarity

measure of order q 6¼ 1:

qDnormðcÞðZ;MÞ ¼
qDðZ;MÞ

maxc½qDðZ;MÞ� ¼
PS

i¼1

PN
k¼1 ðzqik � �zqiþÞ

ð1�N1�qÞ zqþþðqDcÞ1�q
:

eqn 11a

Also, eqn 8b leads to another normalized divergence-based dissimilar-

itymeasure of order q 6¼ 1:

qDnormðaÞðZ;MÞ ¼
qDðZ;MÞ

maxa½qDðZ;MÞ� ¼
PS

i¼1

PN
k¼1 ðzqik � �zqiþÞ

ðN1�q �N2�2qÞ zqþþðqDaÞ1�q
:

eqn 11b

For q = 1, the two normalizedmeasures are identical:

1DnormðcÞðZ;MÞ ¼ 1DnormðaÞðZ;MÞ ¼
1DðZ;MÞ

max½1DðZ;MÞ�

¼ 1

zþþ logN

XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

zik log
zik
�ziþ

:

eqn 11c

WhenN is fixed, the normalized divergence in eqn 11a is expressed as a

function of divergence, gamma and total abundance; the normalized

divergence in eqn 11b is expressed as a function of divergence, alpha

and total abundance; and the normalized divergence for q = 1 in

eqn 11c is expressed as a function of divergence and total abundance.

Each of the three types of normalizedmetrics takes the minimum value

of zero when the N communities are identical in species identity and

abundance; it attains the maximum value of unity when theN commu-

nities are completely distinct, regardless of the values of alpha and

gamma. An important implication of the fixed range of [0, 1] is that the

same value of a normalizedmetric among different sets of communities

represents the same degree of differentiation so that each normalized

metric can be compared across multiple sets of communities even when

these sets of communities have different values of alpha, gamma and

total abundance.

Our normalized measures in eqns 11a–11c satisfy all essential prop-

erties that Legendre & De C�aceres (2013) listed for a dissimilarity met-

ric and can be applied to any type of data including transformed and

non-transformed data. One of the properties is the double-zero asym-

metry property: a species with abundance (0, 0) (i.e. zero abundance in

each of the two communities) and a species with nonzero abundance

(X,X) (i.e. abundanceX > 0 in each of the two communities) should be

asymmetric, that is, should have different effect on the dissimilarity

measure. We can readily check that the non-normalized divergence
qD(Z, M) for q 6¼ 1 does not satisfy this property, whereas our normal-

ized measures in eqns 11a–11c do satisfy this asymmetry property for

all q ≥ 0 because of the increase of the normalizing denominator for

the abundance (X,X).

Now, we can establish our bridge by proving that the differentiation

measures (i.e. normalized divergences) from the extended variance

framework, qDnorm(c)(Z, M) and qDnorm(a)(Z, M), respectively, turn

out to be identical to the differentiation measures from the diversity

decomposition, that is, 1 � UqN and 1 � CqN, which are both trans-

formations of beta component. The bridge can be expressedmathemat-

ically as follows: (seeAppendix S2, Theorem S2�5 for a proof)

qDnormðcÞðZ;MÞ ¼ 1�UqN ¼
PS

i¼1

PN
k¼1 ðzqik � �zqiþÞ

ðNq �NÞPS
i¼1 �z

q
iþ

; q� 0; q 6¼ 1;

eqn 12a

qDnormðaÞðZ;MÞ ¼ 1�CqN ¼
PS

i¼1

PN
k¼1 ðzqik � �zqiþÞ

ð1�N1�qÞPS
i¼1

PN
k¼1 z

q
ik

; q�0; q 6¼ 1:

eqn 12b

For the special case q = 1, we have

1DnormðcÞðZ;MÞ ¼ 1�U1N ¼ 1�C1N ¼ 1DnormðaÞðZ;MÞ ¼ logð1DbÞ
logN

:

eqn 12c

The above bridge implies that when we use normalization to remove

the divergencemeasures’ constraints by gamma (alpha) and total abun-

dance, the resulting normalized divergence is identical to the Jaccard-

type (Sørensen-type) dissimilarity measures obtained from the diversity

decomposition. Consequently, the multiple-community dissimilarity

measures based on the Manhattan distance for incidence data are the

N-community Jaccard (1�U0N) and Sørensen (1� C0N) dissimilarity

indices; the corresponding measure based on the Kullback–Leibler dis-

tance is the generalized N-community Horn measure

(1�U1N ¼ 1� C1N); the corresponding measures based on the Eucli-

dean distance are the generalized N-community regional species non-

overlap (1�U2N) and Morisita–Horn dissimilarity (1� C2N) metrics.

The average pairwise dissimilarity based on the above three types of

distances for raw data does not fit with our framework. The bridge also

reveals that the compositional differentiation among the N communi-

ties can also be interpreted as the normalized divergence between the

composition matrix Z and the mean matrix M. Also, through the

bridge, both approaches lead to the same conclusion about the contri-

bution of each species and the contribution of each community to the

differentiation among communities based on eqns 11a–11c.

OTHER TYPES OF DISSIMILARITY MEASURES

In addition to the q-th order divergence, our normalization approach

can be applied to any other divergence measure between Z and M for

any type of data. Regardless of divergence measure and community

data, the normalization method should be applied. For example, we

can consider the ‘Bray–Curtis divergence’ which is the element-wise

Manhattan distance for the absolute abundances:

DBCðZ;MÞ ¼
XS
i¼1

XN
k¼1

zik � �ziþ
�� ��: eqn 13a
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When communities are completely distinct, the above distance attains a

maximum value 2ð1� 1=NÞPS
i¼1

PN
k¼1 zik ¼ 2ð1� 1=NÞzþþ, a func-

tion of total abundance; see Appendix S4 for a proof. Therefore, we

have the normalizedN-community Bray–Curtis dissimilaritymeasure:

DBCnormðZ;MÞ ¼
PS

i¼1

PN
k¼1 zik � �ziþj j

2ð1� 1=NÞzþþ ; eqn 13b

which satisfies all essential properties of dissimilarity indices listed in

Legendre & De C�aceres (2013). The measure in eqn 13b extends the

traditional two-community Bray–Curtis dissimilarity measure (Bray &

Curtis 1957) tomultiple communities.

Our normalization approach can also be applied to extend any other

two-community distances to N-community dissimilarity indices. In

Appendix S4, we extend the two-community Hellinger and chord dis-

tances to obtain their corresponding N-community dissimilarity ver-

sions, which can be also obtained by eqn 3c. This shows how the

recommendation of Legendre & De C�aceres (2013) to use averaging

pairwise-dissimilarity values for the Hellinger and chord transforma-

tions fits with the current framework for N communities. However, in

the case ofN-community Bray–Curtis index, we should apply eqn 13b

instead of averaging pairwise-dissimilarity values. Also, as discussed in

the preceding subsection, in the cases of N-community dissimilarity

based on Manhattan distance (for incidence data), Kullback–Leibler

distance and Euclidean distance, we should apply 1� CqN (eqn 6a)

and 1�UqN (eqn 6b) instead of averaging pairwise-distance values.

Applications

Warwick, Clarke & Suharsono (1990) examined the variation

in species composition of coral communities at South Tikus

Islands, Indonesia, for six sampling occasions from 1981 to

1988, with a coral bleaching event due to El Ni~no in 1982. In

each year, the percentage cover (as the abundance matrix

Z = [zik] defined in eqn 1) of coral species forN = 10 line tran-

sects was recorded. Anderson et al. (2011) analysed the com-

munity differentiation in the percentage cover among the 10

transects within each of the 3 years (1981, 1983 and 1985).

Here, we use the same data provided in Anderson et al. (2011,

Appendix S1) for illustration. The data for the 3 years are also

provided in Appendix S5. To compare our analysis with theirs,

we treat the empirical data as the true species abundances

instead of sampling data. As such, we do not take into account

sampling errors/uncertainties nor consider the estimation of

undetected species; see Warton, Wright & Wang (2012) for

other perspectives on the same data.

In Fig. 1, we plot the alpha and gamma diversity (Hill num-

bers) profiles for 10 transects within each year. From the diver-

sity profiles, a clear pattern arises: following the El Ni~no event

in 1982, both alpha and gamma diversities decline to some

extent, especially for species richness, as reflected by the large

drop in species richness (q = 0) after 1981. The Shannon diver-

sity (q = 1) had a moderate drop, and the Simpson diversity

(q = 2) only had mild drop. These diversity values for q = 0, 1

and 2 are also tabulated in Appendix S5. The total abundance

for the 3 years is, respectively (761�8, 64�9 and 475�2), indicat-
ing a drastic decrease in total percentage cover from 1981 to

1983, followed by a moderate increase from 1983 to 1985.

Since the gamma, alpha, and total abundance vary with time

in these 3 years, normalization is essential in comparisons of

beta diversity across communities, as shown in the simple

example given in Table 1.

Anderson et al. (2011) advocated using a suite of beta

diversity measures and found that different measures show

different patterns: beta diversities may be increasing, decreas-

ing or no significant change from 1981 to 1983. They conjec-

tured that the inconsistent results might be related to whether

a measure includes double-zeros or not, that is, the class of

measures that do not satisfy double-zero asymmetry (e.g.

Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance as applied to

raw data and incidence data) tend to exhibit a decreasing

pattern, whereas the class of measures that satisfy double-

zero asymmetry tend to show increasing pattern from 1981

to 1983. From our perspective, the inconsistent results likely

arise because the measures in the former class are all con-

strained by alpha, gamma and total abundance (i.e. their

maximum values are not fixed constants) and thus cannot be

directly used to quantify the extent of differentiation. As will

be demonstrated below, when the constraints are removed by

normalization, all normalized differentiation measures consis-

tently show an increasing trend for beta diversity from 1981

to 1983, followed by a large drop from 1983 to 1985.

In Fig. 2a, we plot the non-normalized q-th order diver-

gence qD(Z, M), 0 ≤ q ≤ 2, including the Euclidean distance

(q = 2) for raw data, and the Manhattan distance (q = 0) for

incidence data. These non-normalized divergence values show

an ordering of 1981 > 1985 > 1983 for the compositional dif-

ferentiation in percentage cover among the 10 transects. Like

the example in Table 1, the maximum values of the non-nor-
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Fig. 1. Gamma and alpha diversity profiles as

functions of q, 0 ≤ q ≤ 2 for the Tikus Island

coral data set (Warwick, Clarke & Suharsono

1990; Anderson et al. 2011) for 1981 (black

dashed line), 1983 (red solid line) and 1985

(blue dash-dotted line).
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malized q-th order divergence vary with alpha, gamma and

total abundance; the ordering of 1981 > 1985 > 1983 is partly

due to the differences of the alpha, gamma and total abun-

dances across the 3 years, not purely due to the differences

among the 10 transects within each year. This is the main rea-

son why the non-normalized divergence which do not satisfy

double-zero asymmetry shows a contradictory decreasing pat-

tern from 1981 to 1983.

In the left panel of Fig. 2b, we show the pattern for the

Sørensen-type differentiation measure 1� CqN ¼ qDnormðaÞ
ðZ;MÞ, which is the q-th order divergence normalized by

removing the constraints of alpha and total abundance. In the

right panel, we show the Jaccard-type differentiation measure

1�UqN ¼ qDnormðcÞðZ;MÞ, which is the q-th order diver-

gence normalized by removing the constraints of gamma and

total abundance. Since the number of communities is the same

within each year and both normalized divergence measures are

monotonically increasing functions of the beta diversity

(eqns 6a and 6b), the pattern shown in Fig. 2b also represents

that of the corresponding multiplicative beta diversity

(eqn 5c). At the community-level analysis without considering

sampling errors, Fig. 2b reveals that the beta diversity of 1983

is the highest among the 3 years. After the coral bleaching

event, all our normalized differentiation measures show a simi-

lar pattern and reach the same conclusion: there was an

increase in the beta diversity among the 10 transects from 1981

to 1983, but from 1983 to 1985 it declined to the 1981 level (for

q < 0�5 measure) or even lower (for q > 0�5 measures). The

above pattern is also supported by the N-community Bray–
Curtis dissimilaritymeasure (eqn 13b) aswell as by theN-com-

munity Hellinger and chord dissimilarity indices

(Appendix S5). As stated at the beginning of this section, we

do not consider sampling errors/uncertainties in the analysis;

see Appendix S6 for statistical issues.

Conclusion and discussion

In this paper, we have established a bridge that links twomajor

approaches to beta diversity (variance-based and diversity

decomposition) after suitable extension/modification to each

approach. To build this bridge, we have extended the variance

framework to a divergence-based approach and proposed a

normalization method to remove the relatedness of the diver-

gence to alpha, gamma and total abundance. In the diversity

decomposition approach, we adopt a modified partitioning

scheme developed by Chiu, Jost & Chao (2014) and Chao,

Chiu & Jost (2014). Then, a bridge is established by showing

that both approaches lead to the same normalized similarity/

differentiationmeasures. As shown in theApplications section,

this approach can reveal the hidden coherence underlying

apparent contradictions in the analyses using different beta

diversitymeasures.

The proposed normalizationmethod can be applied to other

types of divergence measures. When the method is applied to

the Manhattan distance for raw abundance data (Bray–Curtis
divergence, eqn 13a), we can obtain the N-community Bray–
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Fig. 2. Comparison of various differentiation

measures for the Tikus Island coral data set

(Warwick, Clarke & Suharsono 1990; Ander-

son et al. 2011) for 1981 (black dashed line),

1983 (red solid line) and 1985 (blue dash-

dotted line), 0 ≤ q ≤ 2. (a) The non-normal-

ized q-th order divergence (eqn 7a), which

cannot be used as a proper differentiation

measure among communities. (b) The normal-

ized q-th order divergence. Left panel: the local

(Sørensen-type) differentiation measure

1� CqN ¼ qDnormðaÞðZ;MÞ (eqn 12b). Right

panel: the regional (Jaccard-type) differentia-

tion measure 1�UqN ¼ qDnormðcÞðZ;MÞ
(eqn 12a).
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Curtis dissimilarity measure (eqn 13b), which cannot be

derived from the diversity decomposition theory. From this

perspective, the proposed divergence-based approach with

proper normalization is a more general approach than diver-

sity decomposition.

Chao, Chiu& Jost (2014) extendedHill numbers to phyloge-

netic diversity, which incorporates species evolutionary his-

tory, as well as to functional diversity, which considers the

differences among species traits. Based on their unified frame-

work, the divergence-based approach developed in this paper

can be generalized to phylogenetic beta diversity and func-

tional beta diversity. Thus, similar bridges via phylogenetic or

functional similarity/differentiation measures can also be

established. For example, the phylogenetic generalizations of

the local (Sørensen-type) and regional (Jaccard-type) species-

overlapmeasures are identical to those developed in Chiu, Jost

&Chao (2014).Wewill report these generalizations elsewhere.

All of our derivations and discussion apply only at the com-

munity level (or parameter level). That is, all diversities and

similarity/differentiation measures are calculated conditional

on the given true species richness and species abundances. In

practice, species richness and abundances are actually

unknown; all diversities and similarity/differentiation mea-

sures need to be estimated from sampling data. Related statisti-

cal issues are discussed inAppendix S6.
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